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xii

Preface
Chemistry for Changing Times is now in its fifteenth edi-
tion. Times have changed immensely since the first edition 
appeared in 1972 and continue to change more rapidly 
than ever—especially in the vital areas of biochemistry 
(neurochemistry, molecular genetics), the environment 
(sustainable practices, climate change), energy, materials, 
drugs, and health and nutrition. This book has changed 
accordingly. We have updated the text and further inte-
grated green chemistry throughout. Green Chemistry 
essays throughout the text have been updated for rele-
vancy. Learning objectives and end-of-chapter problems 
are correlated to each essay. In preparing this new edi-
tion, we have responded to suggestions from users and 
reviewers of the fourteenth edition, as well as used our 
own writing, teaching, and life experiences. The text has 
been fully revised and updated to reflect the latest scien-
tific developments in a fast-changing world.

New to This Edition
 ■ The Let’s Experiment! activities (formerly Chemistry@

Home) have been revised to improve clarity, to maxi-
mize success of the experiment, and to increase rele-
vance to everyday life.

 ■ In Chapter 4, a new, clearer approach to drawing 
Lewis structures is presented.

 ■ Determination of oxidation number in Chapter 8 has 
been greatly simplified.

 ■ Chapter 9 now includes an introductory section that 
clearly differentiates between the general properties 
of organic compounds and the inorganic compounds 
that were covered in Chapters 1–8. Coverage of thiols, 
 sulfur-containing organic compounds that are import-
ant in biochemistry, is also included.

 ■ Chapter 12 now includes discussions of gems and 
related minerals, salt, and precious metals.

 ■ Chapter 16 (Biochemistry) has had three new sections 
added. The use of carbohydrates, fats, and protein as 
foodstuffs is discussed directly after the coverage of 
structures of these biochemical molecules. Students 
no longer need to refer back to a previous chapter to 
find structures of the molecules involved.

 ■ Chapters 17 and 19 have been logically and cohesively 
combined into a single chapter, “Nutrition, Fitness, 
and Health.”

 ■ A number of the new end-of-chapter problems are 
multiple-choice premise-and-conclusion problems 
requiring critical thinking (e.g., “The premise is cor-
rect but the conclusion is wrong.”).

Revisions
 ■ Almost every worked Example is now accompanied 

by two exercises that are closely related to the mate-
rial covered in the Example. The B exercise is usually 
somewhat more challenging than the A exercise.

 ■ More than 25% of the end-of-chapter problems 
have been revised or replaced in their entirety. 
Where practical, the revised/replacement problems 
highlight current events or modern issues that are 
chemistry-related.

 ■ Brief answers to the odd-numbered end-of-chapter 
problems are provided in an Answer Appendix. In 
addition to being vetted by accuracy checkers, those 
answers have been carefully reviewed by one or more 
authors.

 ■ Review Questions are now called Conceptual Questions, 
as they deal largely with chapter concepts. Routine end-
of-chapter problems are now followed by more chal-
lenging problems in a section called Expand Your Skills.

 ■ Chapter 14 includes expanded descriptions of some 
of the unique properties of water, and better organiza-
tion of water pollutants and ways of purifying water.

 ■ The global perspective has been added or enhanced in 
many chapters, broadening students’ views of some 
of the challenges facing humanity.

To the Instructor
Our knowledge base has expanded enormously since this 
book’s first edition, never more so than in the last few 
years. We have faced tough choices in deciding what to 
include and what to leave out. We now live in what has 
been called the Information Age. Unfortunately, informa-
tion is not knowledge; the information may or may not be 
valid. Our focus, more than ever, is on helping students 
evaluate information. May we all someday gain the gift 
of wisdom.

A major premise of this book is that a chemistry course 
for students who are not majoring in science should be 
quite different from a course offered to science majors. 
It must present basic chemical concepts with intellectual 
honesty, but it need not—probably should not—focus 
on esoteric theories or rigorous mathematics. It should 
include lots of modern everyday applications. The text-
book should be appealing to look at, easy to understand, 
and interesting to read.

A large proportion of the legislation considered by 
the U.S. Congress involves questions having to do with 
science or technology, yet only rarely does a scientist or 
engineer enter politics. Most of the people who make 
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important decisions regarding our health and our envi-
ronment are not trained in science, but it is critical that 
these decision makers be scientifically literate. In the judi-
cial system, decisions often depend on scientific evidence, 
but judges and jurors frequently have little education in 
the sciences. A chemistry course for students who are not 
science majors should emphasize practical applications 
of chemistry to problems involving, most notably, envi-
ronmental pollution, radioactivity, energy sources, and 
human health. The students who take liberal arts chemis-
try courses include future teachers, business leaders, law-
yers, legislators, accountants, artists, journalists, jurors, 
and judges.

Objectives
Our main objectives for a chemistry course for students 
who are not majoring in science are as follows:

 ■ To attract lots of students from a variety of disciplines. 
If students do not enroll in the course, we can’t teach 
them.

 ■ To help students become literate in science. We want 
our students to develop a comfortable knowledge of 
science so that they may become productive, creative, 
ethical, and engaged citizens.

 ■ To use topics of current interest to illustrate chemical 
principles. We want students to appreciate the impor-
tance of chemistry in the real world.

 ■ To relate chemical problems to the everyday lives of 
our students. Chemical problems become more sig-
nificant to students when they can see a personal 
connection.

 ■ To acquaint students with scientific methods. We want 
students to be able to read about science and tech-
nology with some degree of critical judgment. This 
is especially important because many scientific prob-
lems are complex and controversial.

 ■ To show students, by addressing the concepts of sus-
tainability and green chemistry, that chemists seek 
better, safer, and more environmentally friendly pro-
cesses and products.

 ■ To instill an appreciation for chemistry as an open-
ended learning experience. We hope that our students 
will develop a curiosity about science and will want to 
continue learning throughout their lives.

Questions and Problems
Worked-out Examples and accompanying exercises are 
given within most chapters.

Each Example carefully guides students through the 
process for solving a particular type of problem. It is then 
followed by one or more exercises that allow students 
to check their comprehension right away. Many Exam-
ples are followed by two exercises, labeled A and B. The 
goal in an A exercise is to apply to a similar situation the 
method outlined in the Example. In a B exercise, students 
must often combine that method with other ideas previ-
ously learned. Many of the B exercises provide a context 
closer to that in which chemical knowledge is applied, 
and they thus serve as a bridge between the Worked 
Examples and the more challenging problems at the end 
of the chapter. The A and B exercises provide a simple 
way for the instructor to assign homework that is closely 
related to the Examples. Answers to all the in-chapter 
exercises are given in the Answers section at the back of 
the book.

Answers to all odd-numbered end-of-chapter prob-
lems, identified by blue numbers, are given in the Answers 
section at the back of the book. The end-of chapter prob-
lems include the following:

 ■ Conceptual Questions for the most part simply ask for 
a recall of material in the chapter.

 ■ A set of matched-pair problems is arranged according 
to subject matter in each chapter.

 ■ Expand Your Skills Problems are not grouped by 
type. Some of these are more challenging than the 
matched-pair problems and often require a synthesis 
of ideas from more than one chapter. Others pursue 
an idea further than is done in the text or introduce 
new ideas.
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To the Student
Tell me, what is it you plan to do  
with your one wild and precious life?

—American poet Mary Oliver (b. 1935)
“The Summer Day,” from New and Selected Poems

(Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1992)

Welcome to Our Chemical 
World!
Learning chemistry will enrich your life—now and long 
after this course is over—through a better understanding 
of the natural world, the scientific and technological ques-
tions now confronting us, and the choices you will face as 
citizens in a scientific and technological society.

Skills gained in this course can be exceptionally useful 
in many aspects of your life. Learning chemistry involves 
thinking logically, critically, and creatively. You will learn 
how to use the language of chemistry: its symbols, formu-
las, and equations. More importantly, you will learn how 
to obtain meaning from information. The most important 
thing you will learn is how to learn. Memorized mate-
rial quickly fades into oblivion unless it is arranged on a 
framework of understanding.

Chemistry Directly Affects 
Our Lives
How does the human body work? How does aspirin cure 
headaches, reduce fevers, and lessen the chance of a heart 
attack or stroke? How does penicillin kill bacteria without 
harming our healthy body cells? Is ozone a good thing or 
a threat to our health? Do we really face climate change, 
and if so, how severe will it be? Do humans contribute to 
climate change, and if so, to what degree? Why do most 
weight-loss diets seem to work in the short run but fail 
in the long run? Why do our moods swing from happy 
to sad? Chemists have found answers to questions such 
as these and continue to seek the knowledge that will 
unlock other secrets of our universe. As these mysteries 
are resolved, the direction of our lives often changes—
sometimes dramatically. We live in a chemical world—a 
world of drugs, biocides, food additives, fertilizers, fuels, 
detergents, cosmetics, and plastics. We live in a world with 
toxic wastes, polluted air and water, and dwindling petro-
leum reserves. Knowledge of chemistry will help you bet-
ter understand the benefits and hazards of this world and 
will enable you to make intelligent decisions in the future.

We Are All Chemically 
Dependent
Even in the womb we are chemically dependent. We 
need a constant supply of oxygen, water, glucose, amino 

acids, triglycerides, and a multitude of other chemical 
substances.

Chemistry is everywhere. Our world is a chemical 
system—and so are we. Our bodies are durable but deli-
cate systems with innumerable chemical reactions occur-
ring constantly within us that allow our bodies to function 
properly. Learning, exercising, feeling, gaining or losing 
weight, and virtually all life processes are made possible 
by these chemical reactions. Everything that we ingest is 
part of a complex process that determines whether our 
bodies work effectively. The consumption of some sub-
stances can initiate chemical reactions that will stop body 
functions. Other substances, if consumed, can cause per-
manent handicaps, and still others can make living less 
comfortable. A proper balance of the right foods provides 
the chemicals that fuel the reactions we need in order to 
function at our best. Learning chemistry will help you bet-
ter understand how your body works so that you will be 
able to take proper care of it.

Changing Times
We live in a world of increasingly rapid change. Isaac 
Asimov (1920–1992), Russian-born American biochemist 
and famous author of popular science and science fiction 
books, once said that “The only constant is change, con-
tinuing change, inevitable change, that is the dominant 
factor in society today. No sensible decision can be made 
any longer without taking into account not only the world 
as it is, but the world as it will be.” We now face some of 
the greatest problems that humans have ever encountered, 
and these dilemmas seem to have no perfect solutions. We 
are sometimes forced to make a best choice among only 
bad alternatives, and our decisions often provide only 
temporary solutions. Nevertheless, if we are to choose 
properly, we must understand what our choices are. Mis-
takes can be costly, and they cannot always be rectified. It 
is easy to pollute, but cleaning up pollution is enormously 
expensive. We can best avoid mistakes by collecting as 
much information as possible and evaluating it carefully 
before making critical decisions. Science is a means of 
gathering and evaluating information, and chemistry is 
central to all the sciences.

Chemistry and the Human 
Condition
Above all else, our hope is that you will learn that the 
study of chemistry need not be dull and difficult. Rather, 
it can enrich your life in so many ways—through a better 
understanding of your body, your mind, your environ-
ment, and the world in which you live. After all, the search 
to understand the universe is an essential part of what it 
means to be human. We offer you a challenge first issued 
by American educator Horace Mann (1796–1859) in his 
1859 address at Antioch College: “Be ashamed to die until 
you have won some victory for humanity.”
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In Memoriam
The fifteenth edition of Chemistry for Changing Times is dedicated to the 
memory of John W. Hill, who died of lymphoma on August 7, 2017. The 
reader may have noticed that the title of the book has been changed to Hill’s 
Chemistry for Changing Times. This is a tribute to the professor, gentleman, 
and our friend, who was the leading edge of liberal arts chemistry for over 
four decades.

I met John Hill when I was a yet-untenured assistant professor. He 
had taken a sabbatical to teach here at Murray State University, selecting 
our consumer-chemistry course as his assignment. John was one of the 
very few instructors I’ve known who reveled in teaching what some dis-
paragingly call “chemistry for poets.” John enjoyed bringing chemistry to 
the ordinary student, the one who would most likely take a single science 
course in her curriculum. And he was very, very good at it.

Not long after he began teaching at University of Wisconsin–River 
Falls, he was assigned to their liberal arts chemistry course. He had no 
difficulty preparing notes, but he wasn’t satisfied with the textbooks he 
was able to find. His notes, along with uncounted hours of literature 

searching and writing, eventually became the first edition of Chemistry for Changing  
Times, in 1972.

The amount of work John put into the earlier editions was staggering. Hand-writing 
or manually typing the entire manuscript; sending the work to the publisher by snail mail; 
preparing sketches for figures; reviews, proof pages, figures, and photos obtained and 
delivered by the same slow process; hand-marking hundreds of proof pages; and crossing 
his fingers, hoping that he’d not missed anything critical. It’s difficult to appreciate that 
level of effort when we consider the tools we have at our disposal today.

Personally John was a quiet, modest man who enjoyed writing of all sorts, including 
a few children’s books. He loved silly jokes, especially the sort of pun that would elicit a 
terrible groan from anyone within earshot. I doubt that he ever realized how much of a 
difference his professional works made to millions (literally) of students. It was a privilege 
to know him and work with him. John will be greatly missed by all who knew him.

Terry W. McCreary

I first met John Hill in August of 1981, when I applied for a one-year teaching position that 
suddenly had opened up at the University of Wisconsin–River Falls. In the interview, John 
quickly observed that I, too, had a passion and the personality for teaching non-science 
students. I eagerly accepted the position, and one year eventually turned into thirty-four 
years at UW-RF. During that span of time, I taught the course for non-science majors for 
more than sixty academic terms, using updated editions of this textbook, and never tired 
of it.

John and I engaged in numerous discussions over the years about ways to improve 
and deepen student learning, and how chemical demonstrations could enhance student 
engagement in the classroom, as that was my forte. He jokingly called me “Mrs. Wizard.” 
We wrote a children’s book together nearly twenty years ago that included experiments 
for the readers to perform at home, which was great fun. John was a soft-spoken man, 
with infinite patience and a closet full of T-shirts with silly science-related sayings, which 
he unashamedly wore to class. It was truly a pleasure and honor to be a colleague of John 
W. Hill.

Marilyn D. Duerst

My work with John Hill initially began with a review I did for an earlier edition of Chem-
istry for Changing Times. Indeed, I did not actually meet him in person until after I had 
worked on several editions of the book, but we had many informative exchanges first via 

xvi
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In Memoriam . xvii

snail mail and then over the phone and e-mail. I always enjoyed those discussions, 
and they were often very thought-provoking.

John worked hard not only to present students with correct information, but also 
to present it in a clear and unambiguous way. Rather than just presenting the bald 
facts, as so many books do, Chemistry for Changing Times also includes considerable 
historical information about how those facts were determined, helping students to 
understand why we know what we know.

Chemistry was not a static subject for John. He constantly looked for information 
about new developments and how they affect our everyday lives. Understanding the 
role and relevance of chemistry is important for all of us, including non-science stu-
dents. We are all citizens of this world, and our actions will affect future generations.

It was my privilege to have the opportunity to work with John W. Hill.
Rill Ann Reuter
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About Our Sustainability Initiatives
Pearson recognizes the environmental challenges facing this planet, as well as 
acknowledges our responsibility in making a difference. Along with developing and 
exploring digital solutions to our market’s needs, Pearson has a strong commitment 
to achieving carbon-neutrality. As of 2009, Pearson became the first carbon- and cli-
mate-neutral publishing company. Since then, Pearson remains strongly committed 
to measuring, reducing, and offsetting our carbon footprint.

The future holds great promise for reducing our impact on Earth’s environment, 
and Pearson is proud to be leading the way. We strive to publish the best books 
with the most up-to-date and accurate content, and to do so in ways that minimize 
our impact on Earth. To learn more about our initiatives, please visit https://www 
.pearson.com/social-impact.html.
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Engage students with contemporary and 
relevant applications of chemistry

Hill’s Chemistry for Changing Times has defined the liberal arts chemistry 
course and remains the most visually appealing and readable introduction to the 
subject. For the 15th Edition, new co-authors Marilyn D. Duerst and Rill Ann Reuter 
join author Terry W. McCreary to introduce new problem types that engage and 
challenge students to develop skills they will use in their everyday lives, including 
developing scientific literacy, analyzing graphs and data, and recognizing fake 
vs. real news. New up-to-date applications focus on health, wellness, and the 
environment, helping non-science and allied-health majors to see the connections 
between the course materials and their everyday lives. Enhanced digital tools and 
additional practice problems in Mastering Chemistry and the Pearson eText 
ensure students master the basic content needed to succeed in this course.
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Connect chemistry

UPDATED! Green Chemistry 
Essays reflect current events 
and recent scientific findings that 
provide students with a way to 
interpret environmental issues 
through a chemical perspective. 
The essays emphasize recycling 
as a theme throughout the 
book and include discussions on 
problems of atmospheric pollution 
and preservation of the benign 
greenhouse effect. Auto-graded 
assessments tied to the essays are 
now available in the Mastering™ 
Chemistry end-of-chapter materials.

Let’s Experiment!, 
located at the end of 
each chapter, provide 
students with safe and 
interesting activities 
they can do on their 
own to observe how 
chemistry is relevant 
to their day-to-day 
lives. Videos of the 
experiments are 
available in the Pearson 
eText and assignable in 
Mastering Chemistry.

pg.162

pg. 334
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REVISED AND UPDATED! Why It Matters 
presents contemporary, relevant, and up-to-date 
applications with a concentration on health, 
wellness, and the environment to resonate with 
non-science and allied-health majors taking the 
course.

REVISED AND UPDATED! Chapter 
Openers concentrate on wellness applications 
such as diet, exercise, supplements, natural 
remedies, and medications to help students 
connect chemistry with their everyday lives.

pgs. 79, 160

pg. 335

to the real world
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Critical Thinking 
Exercises encourage 
students to think 
critically about the 
scientific process and 
evaluate whether 
specific statements they 
might see in their daily 
lives meet the rational 
and objective standards 
of scientific rigor as 
outlined by the FLaReS 
method (Falsifiability, 
Logic, Replicability, 
Sufficiency).

These items are also 
assignable in Mastering 
Chemistry with answer-
specific feedback 
designed to help 
students understand the 
scientific process.

pg. 396

Build students’ critical thinking and
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Title

NEW! Examples 
throughout the book 
guide students through the
process for solving a particular 
type of problem. Every Example 
in the book follows a consistent 
model with two follow-up 
exercises—the first requires 
the student to apply a similar 
situation to the method outlined 
in the Example, and the second 
asks the student to combine that 
method with ideas previously 
learned.

REVISED! End-of- 
Chapter problems 
expand their application 
of chemistry and its 
relevance to students. 
Additional Problems 
immediately follow the 
End-of-Chapter Problems, 
giving instructors one 
set of “traditional” 
problems and a follow-
up set of more applied, 
contemporary problems.

pg. 175

pg. 37

problem-solving skills
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Give students anytime, anywhere 
access with Pearson eText

Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobile-optimized, personalized reading 
experience available within Mastering. It allows students to easily highlight, take 
notes, and review key vocabulary all in one place—even when offline. Seamlessly 
integrated videos, rich media, and interactive self-assessment questions engage 
students and give them access to the help they need, when they need it. Pearson 
eText is available within Mastering when packaged with a new book; students 
can also purchase Mastering with Pearson eText online. For instructors not using 
Mastering, Pearson eText can also be adopted on its own as the main course 
material.

= Silicon atom
= Oxygen atom
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Reach every student with Mastering  
Chemistry

The Chemistry
Primer in Mastering 
Chemistry helps students 
remediate their chemistry 
math skills and prepare 
for their first college 
chemistry course. Scaled 
to students’ needs, 
remediation is only 
suggested to students 
that perform poorly on 
an initial assessment. 
Remediation includes 
tutorials, wrong-answer 
specific feedback, video 
instruction, and stepwise 
scaffolding to build 
students’ abilities.

With Learning
Catalytics, you’ll hear 
from every student when 
it matters most. You pose 
a variety of questions 
that help students recall 
ideas, apply concepts, and 
develop critical-thinking 
skills. Your students 
respond using their own 
smartphones, tablets, or 
laptops. You can monitor 
responses with real-time 
analytics and find out 
what your students do — 
and don’t — understand, 
to help students stay 
motivated and engaged.
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Hill’s Chemistry for Changing Times includes a full suite of instructor 
support materials in the Instructor Resources area in Mastering Chemistry. 
Resources include lecture presentations, images, reading quizzes, clicker questions, 
and worked examples in PowerPoint; all images from the text; videos and 
activities; virtual lectures; and a test bank.

Instructor support you can rely on
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1

1
 1.1 Science and Technology: 

The Roots of Knowledge
 1.2 Science: Reproducible, Test-

able, Tentative, Predictive, 
and Explanatory

 1.3 Science and Technology: 
Risks and Benefit

 1.4 Solving Society’s 
 Problems: Scientific 
Research

 1.5 Chemistry: A Study of 
Matter and Its Changes

 1.6 Classification of Matter

 1.7 The Measurement  
of Matter

 1.8 Density

 1.9 Energy: Heat  
and Temperature

 1.10 Critical Thinking

Chemistry

A SCIENCE FOR ALL SEASONS Join us on a journey toward a horizon 
of infinite possibilities. We will explore chemistry, a field of endeavor that pervades 
every aspect of our lives. Look around you. Everything you see is made of chemicals: 
the food we eat, the air we breathe, the clothes we wear, the buildings that shelter us, 
the vehicles we ride in, and the medicines that help keep us healthy.

Everything we do also involves chemistry. Whenever we eat a sandwich, 
bathe, listen to music, drive a car, or ride a bicycle, we use chemistry. Even when 
we are asleep, chemical reactions go on constantly throughout our bodies.

Chemistry also affects society as a whole. Developments in health and  medicine 
involve a lot of chemistry. The astounding advances in biotechnology—such as 

Have You Ever Wondered?

1  Why should I study chemistry? 2  Is it true that chemicals are  
bad for us? 3  Why do scientists so often say “more study is 
needed”? 4  Why do scientists bother with studies that have no 
immediate application? 5  Can we change lead into gold?

You will find an answer to each of these questions at the 
 appropriate point within this chapter. Look for the answers in the 
margins.

Chemistry is everywhere, 
not just in laboratories. Did 
you know that a kitchen is a 
laboratory where you eat the 
product? Cornstarch thickens 
a stir-fry dish, bread dough 
rises, a delicious brown crust 
forms on meat, all because of 
chemistry! Every natural and 
manufactured product you 
can think of, from solar cells 
to quartz crystals, is a result 
of chemistry.
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2 . CHAPTER 1  Chemistry

genetic engineering, new medicines, improvements to nutrition, and much more—
have a huge chemical component. Understanding and solving environmental prob-
lems require knowledge and application of chemistry. The worldwide issues of 
ozone depletion and climate change involve chemistry.

So, what exactly is chemistry anyway? We explore that question in some detail 
in Section 1.5. And just what is a chemical? The word chemical may sound ominous, 
but it is simply a name for any material. Gold, water, salt, sugar, air, coffee, ice 
cream, a computer, a pencil—all are chemicals or are made entirely of chemicals.

Material things undergo changes. Sometimes these changes occur naturally—
maple leaves turn yellow and red in autumn. Often, we change material things 
intentionally, to make them more useful, as when we light a candle or cook an 
egg. Most of these changes are accompanied by changes in energy. For example, 
when we burn gasoline, the process releases energy that we can use to propel 
an automobile. Chemistry helps to define life. How do we differentiate a living 
collection of chemicals from the same assembly of chemicals in a dead organism 
or sample of inanimate matter that was never alive? A living set of molecules can 
replicate itself and has a way to harvest energy from its surroundings.

Our bodies are marvelous chemical factories. They take the food we eat and 
turn it into skin, bones, blood, and muscle, while also generating energy for all of 
our activities. This amazing chemical factory operates continuously, 24 hours a 
day, for as long as you live. Chemistry affects your own life in every moment, and 
it also transforms society as a whole. Chemistry shapes our civilization.

1.1  Science and Technology: The Roots 
of Knowledge

Learning Objectives • Define science, chemistry, technology, and alchemy.  
• Describe the importance of green chemistry and sustainable chemistry.

Chemistry is a science, but what is science? Science is essentially a process, a search 
for understanding of and explanations for natural phenomena through careful 
observation and experimentation. It is the primary means by which we obtain new 
knowledge. Science accumulates knowledge about nature and our physical world, 
and it generates theories that we use to explain that knowledge. Chemistry is that 
area of knowledge that deals with the behavior of matter and how it interacts with 
other matter and with some forms of energy.

Science and technology often are confused with one another. Technology is the 
application of knowledge for practical purposes. Technology arose in prehistoric 
times, long before science. The discovery of fire was quickly followed by cooking  
foods, baking pottery, and smelting ores to produce metals such as copper. The dis-
covery of fermentation led to beer and winemaking. Such tasks were accomplished 
without an understanding of the scientific principles involved.

About 2500 years ago, Greek philosophers attempted to formulate theories of 
chemistry—rational explanations of the behavior of matter. These philosophers 
generally did not test their theories by experimentation. Nevertheless, their view 
of nature—attributed mainly to Aristotle—dominated Western thinking about the 
workings of the material world for the next 20 centuries.

▲ Organic foods are not chemical-
free. In fact, they are made entirely  
of chemicals!

1 Why should I study 

chemistry?

Chemistry is a part of many areas 

of study and affects everything 

you do. Knowledge of chemistry 

helps you to understand many 

facets of modern life.
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The experimental roots of chemistry lie in alchemy, a primitive form of chem-
istry that originated in the Arab world around 700 c.e. and spread to Europe in 
the Middle Ages. Alchemists searched for a “philosopher’s stone” that would turn 
cheaper metals into gold and for an elixir that would bring eternal life. Although 
they never achieved these goals, alchemists discovered many new chemical sub-
stances and perfected techniques, such as distillation and extraction, that are still 
used today.

Toward the end of the Middle Ages, a real science of chemistry began to see light. 
The behavior of matter began to be examined through experimentation. Theories that 
arose from that experimentation gradually pushed aside the authority of early phi-
losophers. The 1800s saw a virtual explosion of knowledge as more scientists studied 
the behavior of matter in breadth and depth. Through the 1950s and early 1960s, 
science in general and chemistry in particular saw increasing relevance in our lives. 
Laboratory-developed fertilizers, alloys, drugs, and plastics were incorporated into 
everyday living. DuPont, one of the largest chemical companies in the world, used 
its slogan “Better Living Through Chemistry” with great effect through the 1970s.

For most of human history, people exploited Earth’s resources, unfortunately 
giving little thought to the consequences. Rachel Carson (1907–1964), a biologist, 
was an early proponent of environmental awareness. The main theme of her book 
Silent Spring (1962) was that our use of chemicals to control insects was threatening 
to destroy all life—including ourselves. People in the pesticide industries and their 
allies strongly denounced Carson as a propagandist, though some scientists ral-
lied to support her. By the late 1960s, however, the threatened extinction of several 
species of birds and the disappearance of fish from many rivers, lakes, and areas of 
the ocean caused many scientists to move into Carson’s camp. Popular support for 
Carson’s views became overwhelming.

In response to growing public concern, chemists have in recent years developed 
the concept of green chemistry, which uses materials and processes that are intended 
to prevent or reduce pollution at its source. This approach was further extended in the 
first decade of the twenty-first century to include the idea of sustainable chemistry— 
chemistry designed to meet the needs of the present generation without compromis-
ing the needs of future generations. Sustainability preserves resources and aspires to 
produce environmentally friendly products from renewable resources.

Chemicals themselves are neither good nor bad. Their misuse can indeed cause 
problems, but properly used, chemicals have saved countless millions of lives and 
have improved the quality of life for the entire planet. Chlorine and ozone kill bacte-
ria that cause dreadful diseases. Drugs and vaccinations relieve pain and suffering. 
Fertilizers such as ammonia increase food production, and petroleum provides fuel 
for heating, cooling, lighting, and transportation. In short, chemistry has provided 
ordinary people with necessities and luxuries that were not available even to the 
mightiest rulers in ages past. Chemicals are essential to our lives—life itself would 
be impossible without chemicals.

SELF-ASSESSMENT Questions

Select the best answer or response.

1. Which of the following would not be a technological advancement made possible by  
understanding chemistry?

 a. Cooking pans coated with a nonstick surface like Teflon®

 b. The ability to change lead or other metals into gold
 c. Lengthening the life span of human beings using medicines
 d. Alternate fuel sources to lessen our dependence on petroleum

2. Alchemy is
 a. philosophical speculation about nature
 b. chemistry that is concerned with environmental issues
 c. the forerunner of modern chemistry
 d. the application of knowledge for practical purposes

3. The main theme of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring was that life on Earth could be destroyed by
 a. botulism b. nuclear war c. overpopulation d. pesticides

▲ Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring was 
one of the first publications to point 
out a number of serious environmental 
issues.

▲ A century ago, contaminated 
drinking water was often the cause 
of outbreaks of cholera and other 
 diseases. Modern water treatment 
uses chemicals to remove solid  matter 
and kill disease-causing bacteria, 
making water safe to drink.

2 Is it true that chemicals 

are bad for us?

Everything you can see, smell, taste, 

or touch is either a chemical or is 

made of chemicals. Chemicals are 

neither good nor bad, objectively. 

They can be put to good use, bad 

use, or anything in between.
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4. A goal of green chemistry is to
 a. produce cheap green dyes b. provide great wealth for corporations
 c. reduce pollution d. turn deserts into forests and grasslands

5. Which of the following chemicals are bad?
 a. Trinitrotoluene (TNT) b. Hydrogen cyanide
 c. Botulism toxin d. None of these

1.2  Science: Reproducible, Testable, 
 Tentative, Predictive, and Explanatory

Learning Objective • Define hypothesis, scientific law, scientific theory, and  
scientific model, and explain their relationships in science.

We have defined science, but science has certain characteristics that distinguish it 
from other studies.

Scientists often disagree about what is and what will be, but does that make sci-
ence merely a guessing game in which one guess is as good as another? Not at all. 
Science is based on evidence, on observations and experimental tests of our assump-
tions. However, it is not a collection of unalterable facts. We cannot force nature to 
fit our preconceived ideas. Science is good at correcting errors; establishing truths is 
somewhat more challenging, for science is an unfinished work. The things we have 
learned from science fill millions of books and scholarly journals, but what we know 
pales in comparison with what we do not yet know.

Scientific Data Must Be Reproducible
Scientists collect data by making careful observations. Data must be reproducible—
the data reported by a scientist must also be observable by other scientists. Careful 
measurements are required, and conditions are thoroughly controlled and described. 
Scientific work is not fully accepted until it has been verified by other scientists, a 
process called peer review.

Observations, though, are just the beginning of the intellectual processes of 
 science. There are many different paths to scientific discovery, one of which is shown 
in Figure 1.1. However, there is no general set of rules. Science is not a straightfor-
ward process for cranking out discoveries.

Answers: 1, b; 2, c; 3, d; 4, c; 5, d

▶ Figure 1.1 A possible 
scientific process. It may be 
many years from “Observation 
reported” to “Accepted theory or 
law.” Obtaining new objective 
knowledge often takes much time 
and effort.

Experiments repeated, 
results confirmed by others

Observation
reported

Observation confirmed
by others

Hypothesis
suggested

Experiments designed
to test hypothesis

Experiments do not
support hypothesis

Hypothesis
rejected

New hypothesis
o�ered

New experiments
tried

Experiments support
(new) hypothesis

Theory
formulated

Many further
experiments

Accepted theory or law
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Scientific Hypotheses Are Testable
Scientists do not merely state what they feel may be true. They develop testable 
hypotheses (educated guesses; hypothesis, in the singular) as tentative explana-
tions of observed data. They test these hypotheses by designing and performing 
experiments. Experimentation distinguishes science from the arts and humani-
ties. In the humanities, people still argue about some of the same questions that 
were debated thousands of years ago: What is truth? What is beauty? These 
arguments persist because the proposed answers cannot be tested and confirmed 
objectively.

Like artists and poets, scientists are often imaginative and creative. The tenets 
of science, however, are testable. Experiments can be devised to answer most 
scientific questions. Ideas can be tested and thereby either verified or rejected. 
Some ideas may be accepted for a while, but rejected when further studies are 
performed. For example, it was long thought that exercise caused muscles to tire 
and become sore from a buildup of lactic acid. Recent findings suggest instead 
that lactic acid delays muscle tiredness and that the cause of tired, sore muscles 
may be related to other factors, including leakage of calcium ions inside muscle 
cells, which weakens contractions. Through many experiments, scientists have 
established a firm foundation of knowledge, allowing each new generation to 
build on the past.

Large amounts of scientific data are often summarized in brief verbal or math-
ematical statements called scientific laws. For example, Robert Boyle (1627–1691), 
an Irishman, conducted many experiments on gases. From these experiments, he 
established Boyle’s law, which said that the volume of the gas decreased when the 
pressure applied to the gas was increased. Mathematically, Boyle’s law can be writ-
ten as PV = k, where P is the pressure on a gas, V is its volume, and k is a constant. 
If P is doubled, V will be cut in half. Scientific laws are universal. Under the specified 
conditions, they hold everywhere in the observable universe.

Scientific Theories Are Tentative and Predictive
Scientists organize the knowledge they accumulate on a framework of detailed 
explanations called theories. A scientific theory represents the best current expla-
nation for a phenomenon. In essence, a law says, “this is what happens,” while a 
theory says, “this is why it happens.”

Some people think that science is absolute, but nothing could be further from 
the truth. A theory is always tentative. Theories may have to be modified or even 
discarded as a result of new observations. For example, the atomic theory proposed 
in the early 1800s was extensively modified as we learned that atoms are made up 
of even smaller particles. The body of knowledge that is a large part of science is 
rapidly growing and always changing.

Theories organize scientific knowledge and are also useful for their predictive 
value. Predictions based on theories are tested by further experiments, both by the 
original investigators and by other scientists. Theories that make successful predic-
tions are usually widely accepted by the scientific community. A theory developed 
in one area is often found to apply in others.

Scientific Models Are Explanatory
Scientists often use models to help explain complicated phenomena. A scientific 
model uses tangible items or pictures to represent invisible processes. For example, 
the invisible particles of a gas can be visualized as marbles or pool balls, or as dots 
or circles on paper.

We know that when a glass of water is left standing for a period of time, the 
water disappears through the process of evaporation (Figure 1.2). Scientists explain 
evaporation with the kinetic-molecular theory, which proposes that a liquid is com-
posed of tiny particles called molecules that are in constant motion and are held 
together by forces of attraction. The molecules collide with one another like pool 
balls on a pool table. Sometimes, a “hard break” in pool causes one ball to fly off the 

▲ A molecular model of diamond 
shows the tightly linked, rigid structure 
that explains why diamonds are  
so hard.

3 Why do scientists so often 

say, “More study is needed”?

More data help scientists refine 

a hypothesis so that it is better 

defined, clearer, or more applicable.
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▲ Figure 1.2 The evaporation 
of water. (a) When a container of 
water is left standing open to the 
air, the water slowly disappears. 
(b) Scientists explain  evaporation 
with a model that shows the motion 
of molecules.

= Water molecule

= Air (nitrogen or oxygen) molecule

(a) (a)

(b)

(b)

What Science Is—and Is Not

Responsible news media generally try to be fair, presenting both sides of an 
issue regardless of where the prevailing evidence lies. In science, the evi-
dence often indicates that one side is simply wrong. Scientists strive for accu-
racy, not balance. The idea of a flat Earth is not given equal credence to that 
of a (roughly) spherical Earth. Only ideas that have survived experimental 
testing and peer review are considered valid. Ideas that are beautiful, elegant, 
or even sacrosanct can be invalidated by experimental data. For example, 
until 1543, the idea that the Sun revolved around the Earth was considered 
sacrosanct.

Science is not a democratic process. Majority rule does not determine what 
constitutes sound science. Science does not accept notions that are proven false 
or remain untested by experiment.

Disagreement often results from the inability to control variables. A variable is 
something that can change over the course of an experiment. If, for example, we 
wanted to study in the laboratory how the volume of a gas varies with changes in 
pressure, we could hold constant factors such as temperature and the amount and 
kind of gas. If, on the other hand, we wanted to determine the effect of low levels of 
a particular pollutant on the health of a human population, we would find it almost 
impossible to control such variables as individuals’ diets, habits, and exposure to 
other substances, all of which affect health. Although we could make observations, 
formulate hypotheses, and conduct experiments on the health effect of the pollutant, 
interpretation of the results would be difficult and subject to disagreement.

table. Likewise, some of the molecules of 
a liquid gain enough energy through col-
lisions to overcome the attraction to their 
neighbors, escape from the liquid, and dis-
perse among the widely spaced molecules 
in air. The water in the glass gradually dis-
appears. This model gives us more than a 
name for evaporation; it gives us an under-
standing of the phenomenon.

When performing experiments, devel-
oping theories, and constructing models, 
it is important to note that an apparent 
connection—a correlation—between two 
items is not necessarily evidence that one 
causes the other. For example, many people 
suffer from allergies in the fall, when gold-
enrod is in bloom. However, research has 
shown that the main cause of these aller-
gies is ragweed pollen. There is a correla-

tion between the blooming of goldenrod and autumnal allergies, but goldenrod 
pollen is not the cause. Ragweed happens to bloom at the same time.

The Limitations of Science
Some people say that we could solve many of our problems if we would only attack 
them using the methods of science. Why can’t the procedures of the scientist be 
applied to social, political, ethical, and economic problems? And why do scientists 
disagree over environmental, social, and political issues?
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SELF-ASSESSMENT Questions 

Select the best answer or response.

 1. To gather information to support or discredit a hypothesis, a 
scientist

 a. conducts experiments
 b. consults an authority
 c. establishes a scientific law
 d. formulates a scientific theory

 2. The statement “mass is always conserved when chemical 
changes occur” is an example of a scientific

 a. experiment
 b. hypothesis
 c. law
 d. theory

 3. A successful theory
 a. can be used to make predictions
 b. eventually becomes a scientific law
 c. is not subject to further testing
 d. is permanently accepted as true

 4. Which of the following is not a hypothesis?
 a. A quarter is heavier than a nickel.
 b. Ice floats on water because of the air bubbles that get 

trapped during the freezing process.
 c. Oxygen reacts with silver to form tarnish.
 d. Synthetic hormones have the same effect in an organism 

as the naturally occurring ones.

 5. Which of the following is a requirement of scientific 
research?

 a. It must be approved by a committee of scientists and 
politicians.

 b. It must benefit the Earth and improve human life.
 c. It must be experimentally tested and peer reviewed for 

validity.
 d. It must be balanced and weigh the pros and cons of the 

results.

 6. Social problems are difficult to solve because it is difficult to
 a. control variables b. discount paranormal events
 c. form hypotheses d. formulate theories

Answers: 1, a; 2, c; 3, a; 4, a; 5, c; 6, a

1.3  Science and Technology: Risks 
and Benefits

Learning Objectives • Define risk and benefit, and give an example of each.  
• Estimate a desirability quotient from benefit and risk data.

Most people recognize that society has benefited from science and technology, but 
many seem not to realize that there are risks associated with every technological 
advance. How can we determine when the benefits outweigh the risks? One approach, 
called risk–benefit analysis, involves the estimation of a desirability quotient (DQ).

DQ =
Benefits

Risks
A benefit is anything that promotes well-being or has a positive effect.  Benefits 

may be economic, social, or psychological. A risk is any hazard that can lead to 
loss or injury. Some of the risks associated with modern technology have led to 
disease, death, economic loss, and environmental deterioration. Risks and benefits 
may involve one individual, a group, or society as a whole.

Every technological advance has both benefits and risks. For example, a car pro-
vides the benefit of rapid, convenient transportation. But driving a car involves risk—
individual risks of injury or death in a traffic accident and societal risks such as pollution 
and climate change. When one considers the number of people who drive cars, it is clear 
that most people consider the benefits of driving a car to outweigh the risks.

Weighing the benefits and risks connected with a product is more difficult when 
considering a group of people. For example, pasteurized low-fat milk is a safe, nutri-
tious beverage for many people of northern European descent. Some people in this 
group can’t tolerate lactose, the sugar in milk. And some are allergic to milk pro-
teins. But since these problems are relatively uncommon among people of northern 
European descent, the benefits of milk are large and the risks are small, resulting in 
a large DQ for this group. However, adults of other ethnic backgrounds often are 
lactose-intolerant, and for them, milk has a small DQ.

Other technologies provide large benefits and present large risks. For these tech-
nologies the DQ is uncertain. An example is the conversion of coal to liquid fuels. 
Most people find liquid fuels to be very beneficial in transportation, home heating, and 
industry. There are great risks associated with coal conversion, however, including risks 

WHY IT MATTERS

For most people of northern 
European ancestry, 
pasteurized low-fat milk is 
a wholesome food. Milk’s 
benefits far outweigh its 
risks. Other ethnic groups 
have high rates of lactose 
intolerance among adults, 
and the desirability quotient 
for milk is much smaller.
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to coal-mine workers, air and water pollution, and exposure of conversion plant work-
ers to toxic chemicals. The result, again, is an uncertain DQ and political controversy.

There are yet other problems in risk–benefit analysis. Some technologies benefit 
one group of people while presenting a risk to another. For example, gold plating 
and gold wires in computers and other consumer electronics benefit the consumer, 
providing greater reliability and longer life. But when the devices are scrapped, 
small-scale attempts to recover the gold often produce serious pollution in the area 
of recovery. Difficult political decisions are needed in such cases.

Other technologies provide current benefits but present future risks. For 
 example, although nuclear power now provides useful electricity, improperly stored 
wastes from nuclear power plants might present hazards for centuries. Thus, the use 
of nuclear power is controversial.

Science and technology obviously involve both risks and benefits. The deter-
mination of benefits is almost entirely a social judgment. Although risk assessment 
also involves social and personal decisions, it can often be greatly aided by scientific 
investigation. Understanding the chemistry behind many technological advance-
ments will help you make a more accurate risk–benefit analysis for yourself, your 
family, your community, and the world.

CONCEPTUAL EXAMPLE 1.1 Risk–Benefit Analysis

The drug ketorolac is a prescription NSAID (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug) that 
is said to be as effective as some opioids for treating moderate to severe pain. However, 
because of the side effects and potential for stroke and heart attack, the FDA recom-
mends it for short-term use only. Do risk–benefit analyses of the use of ketorolac in treat-
ing the pain of (a) a 24-year-old male following an appendectomy and (b) a 52-year-old 
female who suffers from high blood pressure and the chronic pain of arthritis.

Solution
a. Pain from an appendectomy or similar procedure is generally short-term, and 

the likelihood of stroke or a heart attack in the short term for a young, healthy 
person is probably low. The DQ is probably moderate to high.

b. Treating the pain of a chronic condition, such as arthritis, would require long-
term use of the drug. Also, the patient’s age and high blood pressure prob-
ably make a stroke or heart attack much more likely. Also, there are other 
drugs that may not be as effective but are much safer to use long-term. The 
DQ is low in this case.

❯ Exercise 1.1A
Chloramphenicol is a powerful antibacterial drug that often destroys bacteria unaf-
fected by other drugs. It is highly dangerous to some individuals, however, causing 
fatal aplastic anemia in about 1 in 30,000 people. Do risk–benefit analyses of admin-
istering chloramphenicol to (a) sick farm animals, resulting in milk and meat which 
might contain residues of the drug, and (b) a person with Rocky Mountain spotted 
fever facing a high probability of death or permanent disability.

❯ Exercise 1.1B
The drug thalidomide was introduced in Europe in the 1950s as a sleeping aid. 
It was found to be a teratogen, a substance that causes birth defects, and it was 
removed from the market after children whose mothers took it during pregnancy 
were born with deformed limbs. Recently, thalidomide has been investigated as 
an effective treatment for the lesions caused by leprosy and for Kaposi’s sarcoma 
(a form of cancer often diagnosed in patients with AIDS). Do risk–benefit analyses 
of prescribing thalidomide for treatment of leprosy in (a) women aged 25–40 and 
(b) women aged 55–70.
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Science is a unified whole. Common scientific laws apply everywhere and on all 
levels of organization. The various areas of science interact and support one another. 
Accordingly, chemistry is not only useful in itself but is also fundamental to other 
scientific disciplines. The application of chemical principles has revolutionized biol-
ogy and medicine, has provided materials for powerful computers used in math-
ematics, and has profoundly influenced other fields, such as the production of new 
materials. The social goals of better health, nutrition, and housing are dependent 
to a large extent on the knowledge and techniques of chemists. Recycling of basic 
materials—paper, glass, and metals—involves chemical processes.

Chemistry is indeed a central sci-
ence (Figure 1.3). There is no area of our 
daily lives that is not affected by chem-
istry. Many modern materials have been 
developed by chemists, and even more 
amazing materials are in the works.

Chemistry is also important to the 
economies of industrial nations. In the 
United States, the chemical industry 
makes thousands of consumer prod-
ucts, including  personal-care products, 
agricultural products, plastics, coatings, 
soaps, and  detergents. It produces 80% 
of the materials used to make medicines. 
The U.S. chemical industry is one of the 
country’s largest industries, with sales of 
more than $800 billion in 2016, account-
ing for about 10% of all U.S. exports. It 
employs more than 826,000 workers, 

Our perception of risk often differs from the actual risk 
we face. Some people fear flying but readily assume 

the risk of an automobile trip. The odds of dying from 
various causes are listed in Table 1.1.

Risks of Death

Action Lifetime Riska Details/Assumptions
All causes 1 or 1 in 1 We all die of something.

Cigarettes 0.25 or 1 in 4 Cigarette smoking, 1 pack/day

Heart disease 0.20 or 1 in 5 Heart attacks, congestive heart failure

All cancers 0.14 or 1 in 7 All cancers

Motor vehicles 0.01 or 1 in 100 Death in motor vehicle accident

Home accidents 0.01 or 1 in 100 Home accident death

Natural forces 0.0003 or 1 in 3360 Heat, cold, storm, earthquakes, etc.

Peanut butter (aflatoxin) 0.00060 or 1 in 1700 4 tablespoons peanut butter a day

Airplane accidents 0.00005 or 1 in 20,000 Death in aircraft crashes

Terrorist attack 0.00077 or 1 in 1300 One 9/11-level attack per year b

Terrorist attack 0.000077 or 1 in 13,000 One 9/11-level attack every 10 years
aThe odds of dying of a particular cause in a given year are calculated by dividing the population by the number of deaths by that cause  
in that year.
bUnlikely scenario

TABLE 1.1 Approximate Lifetime Risks of Death in the United States

▼ Figure 1.3 Chemistry has a 
central role among the sciences.
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